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 اٌعزثٟ  اٌٍّخض

ٚ  اوضز رعم١ ا   ٔشبئ١خالإاٌزٟ رىْٛ عٕبطز٘ب  عب١ٌخرش١١  اٌّجبٟٔ اٌ إرغٙذ الأٔ برإٌٟ ١خش٠ب ح اٌظىبٔاٌ اطزّزار ِ 

 ٚرؾزبط إٌٟخ فاٚ ٔؾ١ . ٚاؽ١بٔب ٠زرٍت اٌزظ١ُّ اٌّعّبرٞ إطزخ اَ عٕبطز إٔشبئ١خ ؼ١ز ِٕز ّخ اٌشىًاوضز وضبـخ رظ١ٍؾٙب

ٙشاس اٌثبطزخ اَ  بٌعٕظز اٌخزطبٟٔٚرىض١ؿ اٌخزطبٔخ ث٠زظجت ـٟ ِشبوً طت ًِٚء  ِش ؽُاٚ ِٛسع ثشىً  ظ١ٍؼ وض١ؿر

إثزىبر اـىبر   ٚاٌذٞ ٠ؾزبط إٌٟ. ٍٟ ـٟ إٌٙب٠خ عٍٟ وضبـخ اٌخزطبٔخ ثبٌعٕبطز الإٔشبئ١خ ٚوفبءرٙبِّب ٠ؤصز ع ١ّىب١ٔىٟاٌ

ثشىً ِزغبٔض  ْٚ ؽ ٚس شجىخ ؽ ٠  اٌزظ١ٍؼ اٌىض١فخ ث١ٓ  الأظ١بة لب رح عٍٝلإٔزبط خزطبٔخ  ع ٠ ح ١خِفب١ُ٘ رظ١ّّٚ

 . أفظبي ؽج١جٟ

ٌشاِب  راطخ إٔزبط خزطبٔخ عب١ٌخ اٌّمبِٚخ خف١فخ اٌٛسْ رظزخ َ ـٟ ٘ذا وبْ ، ٚٔ زا ٌلإؽز١بط إٌٟ ِجبْ رمبَٚ اٌشلاسي

  إٌٛع ِٓ اٌّجبٟٔ ٚرز١ّش ا٠ؼب ثزىٍفخ إلزظب ٠خ ِٕخفؼخ لألظٟ  رعخ ِّىٕٗ.

،   (SCC)ذار١خ اٌ ِه اٌخزطبٔخ  ١ّشاد٠غّ  ث١ٓ ِ ، ـئْ رر٠ٛز ٔٛع ِجزىز ِٓ اٌخزطبٔخ عب١ٌخ الأ اءٚـٟ ٘ذا اٌظ  

 عب١ٌخٚخبطخ رش١١  اٌّجبٟٔ اٌ اٌزش١١  ٠ٚظزغ١ت ٌجعغ الاؽز١بعبد اٌعبعٍخ ٌمربععٙب  الاعب١ٌخ  (SLWC) خف١فخ اٌٛسْ

اِز ثبٌػ ٘ذا  ٚاٌخزطبٔخ  إعٙب ؽ١ش رٛع  علالخ عىظ١خ ث١ٓ ِظب١ِخ اٌزوبَ خف١ؿ اٌٛسْ ٚ عم ا  ِٚ ع ٠ ا   ٠ّضً ٘ذا رؾ ٠ب  

 ذار١خ اٌ ِه.الأ١ّ٘خ لارظبق اٌخزطبٔخ 

  (LWA)ؽج١عٟ خف١ؿ اٌٛسْ زوبَو ج١ِٛ١ضاٌ ثئطزخ اَ (SLWHSSCC) ٟ ٌـٔشبئبٌظٍٛن الإاٌؾبٌٟ ث٠ٙزُ اٌجؾش 

ِ   ُ اٌؾظٛي ع١ٍٙباٌزٟ ر (SLWHSSCC) ث١ٓ اٌخزطبٔخِمبرٔخ  . صُ عًّشّبي ط١ٕبء ـٟ ِظزثِزبػ ِؾ١ٍب  

وّب ّش ؽُ. اٌزظ١ٍؼ اٌٍٛوٙب ِ  ِٓ ؽ١ش ط ٌزٟ رؾزبط ٌ ِه اصٕبء اٌظتاٚاٌخزطبٔخ اٌعب ٠خ خف١فخ اٌٛسْ عب١ٌخ اٌمٛح 

 خ اٌزٟ رؾزبط ٌ ِهٚاٌخزطبٔخ اٌعب ٠ (SCC)  ِهريص١ز ولا إٌٛع١ٓ ِٓ اٌخزطبٔخ ذار١خ اٌ ٠زوش ٘ذا اٌجؾش عٍٟ  راطخ

(NVC) ٌٍ ٟٚاخزجبر٘ب  وّزاداٌخزطب١ٔخ اٌّظٍؾخ. ٌزؾم١ك ٘ذٖ الأ٘ اؾ  رُ رغ١ٙش صلاس  ىّزادعٍٝ اٌظٍٛن الإٔشبئ

ىّزاد اٌّظٍؾخ ٍاٌظٍٛن الأشبئٟ ٌ إٌزبئظ اْ و دٚا .ـٟ اٌمض ٚاٌضبٌضخ الإٔؾٕبءاصٕبْ ُِٕٙ ـٟ  إخزجبر ؽ١ش رُٚرم١١ّٙب. 

  اـؼً ِٓ طٍٛن اٌىّزاد اٌّظٍؾخ ثئطزخ اَ اٌخزطبٔخ اٌعب ٠خ اٌزٟ رؾزبط ٌ ِه SCCثئطزخ اَ اٌخزطبٔخ ذار١خ اٌ ِه )

(NVC ِٚزٙب ٌىلا ِٓ الأؾٕبء ٚاٌمض.. ِٓ ؽ١ش ل ررٙب عٍٟ رؾًّ الاؽّبي اٌّظّّخ ِٚمب 

إٌّزغخ   SLWHSSCC اٌخزطبٔخ ، رُ  راطخ ؽبٌخ ثزط ٠م  ـٟ اٌعبطّخ الإ ار٠خ اٌغ ٠ ح ـٟ ِظز ٌزم١١ُ ـٟ إٌٙب٠خ

ِشبر٠  ـٟ  ذار١خ اٌ ِهاٌخزطبٔخ  رم١١ُاٌٙ ؾ ٘ٛ وبْ . ٌٍّشزٚع عٍٝ اٌزىٍفخ الأ١ٌٚخ بِٓ ؽ١ش ريص١زِ٘ٓ اٌجؾش 

إٌّزغخ ِٓ اٌجؾش ـٟ   SLWHSSCC ررج١ك اٌخزطبٔخ إٌزبئظ إٌٝ اْٚرش١ز  زٙب ٚرىٍفزٙب.ِٓ ؽ١ش ل١ّ الأشبءاد

 .٪ ِٓ اٌزىٍفخ الأ١ٌٚخ54.2رخف١غ ا١ٌّشا١ٔخ الإعّب١ٌخ ٌٍّشزٚع ثٕظجخ اٌّشزٚع ا ٞ اٌٟ 

ِظٍؾخ، وّزاد  اٌخزطبٔخ ذار١خ اٌ ِه، اٌخزطبٔخ خف١فخ اٌٛسْ، اٌخزطبٔخ عب١ٌخ الاعٙب ، اٌىٍّبد اٌّفزبؽ١خ:

  ث١ِٛ١ض، اٌخزطبٔخ الأشبئ١خ خف١فخ اٌٛسْ عب١ٌخ الاعٙب  ذار١خ اٌ ِه، اٌّجبٟٔ اٌعب١ٌخ، اٌعبطّخ الا ار٠خ اٌغ ٠ ح.
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ABSTRACT 

 

In the last decades, the demand for the construction of high-rise buildings increased. In this 

type of buildings, the structural elements
’ 
sections are becoming more complicated and their 

reinforcement is being denser and more blocked. On the other hand, irregular or slender 

architectural members with heavy or closely distributed reinforcement were probably used. 

The over-crowded arrangement of re-bars causes problems in casting, filling, and compacting 

the concrete element. Where it is impossible to compact concrete properly with the use of a 

mechanical vibrator between obstacles. Deficient compaction might lead to lower 

performance of concrete in terms of strength and durability. Therefore, concrete produced for 

such members must be able to pass through the dense rebar net without blocking or 

segregation.  

In addition, it will be more beneficial to add the advantages of structural lightweight concrete 

which reduces the effect of seismic forces on high-rise buildings and have a great commercial 

effect on the total cost without a negative effect on the strength of concrete. 

In this regard, the development of an innovative type of high-performance concretes, 

combines the advantages of self-compacting concrete (SCC), lightweight concrete (SLWC), 

and high-strength concrete,  responds to some of the urgent needs of the construction sector, 

especially high-rise buildings construction. This represents a new and intense challenge as 

there is an inverse relationship between the porosity of lightweight aggregate and the concrete 

strength otherwise it is critical for the consistency of the self-compacting concrete. 

This paper investigates the structural behavior of (SLWHSSCC) incorporating pumice as a 

locally available natural lightweight aggregate (LWA). A comparative study between 

(SLWHSSCC) and the structural lightweight, high strength, and normal vibrated concrete in 

terms of its behavior with a congested reinforced section was performed. This study 

investigated the influence of both types of concrete, self-compacting concrete (SCC) and 

normal vibrated concrete (NVC) on the structural behavior of reinforced concrete beams. To 

achieve these targets, three beams are equipped, tested, and assessed. Two of them failed in 

compression and the third beam failed in shear. The results approved that the beam made of 

(NVC) can`t withstand the designed loads compared with beams made with (SCC). Which 

had better ultimate load-carrying capacity than NVC concrete in reinforcement congested 

structural beam elements. 

At the same time, a case study of a high-rise building located in the New Administrative 

Capital in Egypt was selected to evaluate the SLWHSSCC proposed in the present study. The 

objective of this value-engineering study is to quantify the impact of the decision to 

implement this innovative concrete in an Egyptian construction project in terms of its value 

and cost. The results indicate that the total budget of the project can be reduced by 54.8% of 

the initial cost with SLWHSSCC implementation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The objective of using self-compacting concrete is to ease the construction of heavy 

reinforced structural elements and eliminates errors during the pouring without reducing 

structural performance and durability. Although numerous studies were conducted on SCC, 

most of them deal with mixture proportioning and characterization of concrete properties in 

the fresh and hardened state. There is a lack of information about the structural behavior and 

performance of SCC concrete. There were few theoretical and experimental investigations on 

the structural behavior of reinforced beams and slabs casted with SCC.  

In recent years, many research groups have investigated the mechanical properties and 

structural behavior of SCC. A lot of questions were answered showing that the characteristics 

of coarse aggregate have an impact on the mechanical properties of both NVC and SCC. The 

interfacial transition zone (ITZ) between the aggregates and the surrounding paste matrix is 

directly influenced by the size and volume of the coarse aggregate. The ITZ is considered the 

weakest area in the concrete matrix; it has a low cement density, which contributes to 

reducing the overall strength of the mixture [1]. The increase in the coarse aggregate size 

influences the increase of the thickness of the ITZ which decreases the compressive strength 

[2, 3]. The ITZ has also an impact on the overall mechanical properties of the concrete. It 

affects the splitting tensile strength, modulus of elasticity, and flexural strength as well as 

compressive strength [4]. The addition of SCMs to the SCC mixtures can improve the fresh 

properties of SCC concrete and the mechanical properties of SCC concrete. Increasing 

cementitious materials in the SCC mix increases the binder content in SCC mixtures making 

certain to increase compressive strength. Consequently, all the mechanical properties of the 

concrete will be improved [5]. 

High-strength self-compacting concrete (HSSCC) is a type of high-performance concrete, that 

has reasonable workability, very high strength, and durability properties. In this area of 

concrete technology, serious attempts are being made to achieve self-compacting concrete 

with special features. Many trials were carried out on adding Silica fume, Quarry Dust, and 

admixtures to concrete mixes to achieve high-strength self-compacting concrete. In such 

conditions, cement consumption should be increased [6]. The reduction of the W/B ratio 

(water-binder ratio) increases the compressive strength. The optimum dosage of chemical 

admixture was about 1.5%-2%. A dosage lower than 1.5% of superplasticizer would affect the 

workability and over dosage would affect setting time; the dosage of superplasticizer would 

vary linearly with the weight of cementitious materials. Water content should be selected 

carefully before adding viscosity modifying agent because rheological behavior is more 

sensitive to water [6].  
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Structural lightweight self-compacting concrete (SLWSCC) combines the properties of filling 

and passing ability through reinforcement without segregation, and the advantages of a 

structural lightweight aggregate concrete (SLWC), which reduces mass, formwork pressure, 

high insulation capacity, improves durability, resisting fire and chemical attacks. The 

topography of the interfacial zone and the characteristic of the surface pores of lightweight 

concrete with 450 kg/m3 cement content were scanned by an electron microscope [6]. The 

porous surface of lightweight aggregates (LWA) improved the interfacial bond between the 

aggregate and cement paste by providing interlocking sites for the cement paste forming a 

dense and uniform interfacial zone [23]. Additionally, the interlocking of the aggregates has 

an essential influence on the shear strength of the concrete. Thus, it has a major impact on the 

shear behavior and shear capacity of the reinforced concrete beams [6]. The relative costs and 

the potential savings that can occur by using a lighter material will determine whether the 

structural lightweight concrete (SLWC) is used for a floor slab in a multi-story building rather 

than normal-weight concrete (NWC). (SLWC) is about 25% lighter than normal-weight 

concrete. It can reduce energy-intensive steel reinforcement by 15% in designs where the dead 

load is equal to the live load. Columns and footings have higher cost savings. In the case of 

long-span bridge construction, the live load does not constitute a value to the total load. 

Therefore, a reduction in density is translated into reductions in section size [7, 8]. 

 

LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS 

GENERAL 

Experimental work was conducted in this investigation. Three beams were subjected to 

structural evaluations with dimensions (120mm x 300 mm*2000 mm). The beams were casted 

by two different types of concrete. Each mixture of both types contains the typical proportions 

of cement and aggregates. Two beam specimens were casted with self-compacted concrete 

with low density and high strength (SLWHSSCC) [9]. The last beam specimen was casted 

with a structural lightweight high strength normal vibrated concrete (SLWHSNVC). The two 

types of concrete contained the same amount and type of cement and aggregates. All beams 

were tested for failure; Beam (NVC-B1) and Beam (SCC-B2) were designed to fail in bending 

through the failure of the compressive chord. Beam (SCC-B3) was designed to fail in shear. 

The three beams were cast as shown in table 1. The following structural observations were 

made: Mode of failure and crack pattern, load at first crack and failure, load-deflection 

behavior at the mid-span and under the two loading points for each increment, and strain 

development at mid-span for load increment.  

BEAMS DETAILS  

All the RC beams were rectangular cross-sections of (12 mm x 300 mm) and length of 

2000 mm. The reinforced beams (B1) and (B2) were designed to fail in compression with over 

and dense reinforcement. As shown in Fig. 1, congested reinforcement was selected on 

purpose to show the properties of the self-compact ability of concrete. Both beams were 
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provided with sufficient stirrups of spacing of 50 mm. The bottom reinforcement consisted of 

six bars of 16 mm and five bars of 12 mm in diameter. The top reinforcement of the beams 

was two bars of 8 mm diameter (mild steel 240/420). The reinforced beam (B3) was designed 

to fail in shear. It was reinforced with six bars with a diameter of 16 mm and five bars of 12 

mm as bottom reinforcement. The shear reinforcement (stirrups) was of 8 mm diameter (mild 

steel 240/420) and spacing of 200 mm for beams. The layout of stirrups and reinforcement is 

detailed in Fig 2.  

 

Table 1: Classification of Beams 

Beam  

No. 

Beam 

Code 

Mix Fcu 

(MPa) 

Bottom 

reinforcement bars 

Stirrups Mode of failure 

1 B1 NVC 60 6 Φ 16+ 5 Φ 12 20 Φ 8/m` Compression failure 

4 B2 SCC 60 6 Φ 16+5 Φ 12 20 Φ 8/m` Compression Failure 

2 B3 SCC 60 6 Φ 16+5 Φ 12 5 Φ 8/m` Shear Failure 

 

        
Fig.1: Cross-section and reinforcement               Fig.  2: Cross-section and reinforcement 

         Details of the beams B1, B2                                    details of the beam B3 

  

FABRICATION OF TEST SPECIMENS

The beams were fabricated at the Concrete Laboratory of the Civil engineering Department, 

Faculty of Engineering, Al-Azhar University. The reinforced concrete specimens were fabricated 

where reinforcement cages were prepared, and installed in a formwork of thick plywood. Beam 

(B1) was casted with lightweight high-strength normal vibrated concrete (SLWHSNVC). It was 

poured into layers and compacted using a mechanical vibrator. Where beams (B2 and B3) were 

casted with (SLWHSSCC) concrete. They were poured without any compaction, as shown in Fig 

3. Three cubes were casted and tested for each mixture to determine the compressive strength of 

the concrete. The unit weight of both types of concrete was1980 kg/m
3
 and the average cubic 

compressive strength was about 60MPa. The curing of specimens with water started 24 hours 

after casting. 
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Fig. 3: Casting of B1 with compaction by the vibrator, B2, and B3 without any compaction. 

MATERIAL PROPERTIES 

Pumice was used as a lightweight aggregate of a maximum nominal of about 12 mm, as shown in 

Fig.4. The typical properties of pumice were tabulated in table 2. Natural siliceous sand was used 

as a fine aggregate. It satisfies the Egyptian Code (E.S.S. 1109/2008)  and ASTM C-33 

specifications [10]. Superplasticizer, (Sika Viscocrete 3425) was used as a viscosity-enhancing 

agent (VEA) to enhance the workability of the SCC mixes. The physical and chemical properties 

of Sika Viscocrete 3425 as provided by the manufacturer are given in Table 3. It meets the 

requirements for superplasticizers according to Swiss specification [SIA 162(2989)], European 

specification [EN 934-2], and American specification [ASTM- C-494 type G and F]. Ordinary 

Portland cement (CEM I 52.5 N) and silica fume (Micro silica) were used as the binder materials 

in all SCC mixtures. Cement meets Egyptian Standard Specification (E.S.S. 4756-1/2013) [11]. 

Normal mild steel with a yield strength 240MPa and high tensile steel with a yield strength 

400MPa were used as stirrups and flexural reinforcement, respectively. The main characteristics 

of the used steel bars were listed in table 4. 

 

                              
                                        Fig. 4: Pumice                       

Table 2. Typical properties of pumice 

Description Water absorption Specific gravity  

pumice 20 % 1.0 
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Table 3. Typical Properties of superplasticizers 

Properties Value 

Appearance Clear liquid 

Density 1.08 kg/Lit (ASTM C494) 

PH Value 4.0 

Solid content 40% by weight 

Chloride content Zero 

 

Table 4. Mechanical characteristics of high tensile steel 

Mechanical properties Mild steel High tensile steel 

Yield Strength (N/mm
2
) 246.8 443.8 

Tensile Strength (N/mm
2
) 433.925 620.018 

Elongation (%) 21.4 13.2 

 

SPECIMENS PREPARATION AND TEST SET-UP 

As shown in Fig. 7, the beams were simply supported with a clear span of 1800 mm and 

tested under a two-point load with a spacing of 600 mm. A steel stiff beam was used to 

distribute the jack load into two equal loads. Three linear variable displacement 

transducers (LVDT) were placed at the bottom of the beam to measure the deflection at 

the loading points, and in the midpoint of the beam. Electrically bonded strain gauges 

were glued to the concrete surface and the steel bars to measure the strains in concrete 

and steel during the test. The strain gauges and LVDTs were connected to the data 

acquisition system. All beams were loaded gradually at increment of 50 KN up to failure 

using a hydraulic jack of 1000 KN capacity. Load increments, deflections, and strain 

readings were recorded up to failure. Cracking patterns and failure modes were closely 

monitored during the test. Fig. 8 presents a general view of the test setup. 

 

    

Fig. 7: The loading setup for the RC beam                     Fig. 8: Instrumentation used 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

 OBSERVATIONS DURING CONCRETE CASTING 

The test results showed that SCC performed better in congested reinforcement beams than the 

referenced NVC. The experimental study showed that the surface finish produced by self-

compacting concrete is very good and patching is not necessary. As shown in Fig. 9, no bug holes 

or honeycombs were observed on the surface of the concrete. There are no other surface 

imperfections that can be detected on the finished surface obtained. It is a smooth surface finish. 

This property becomes very useful when pre-cast architectural panels are made. On the opposite, 

it was found multiple segregated areas in the beam casted with NVC as per Fig 10, especially at 

the bottom of the beam in the area of congested reinforced steel. Although the beam made with 

NVC is properly vibrated and the beams made with SCC are casted with any compaction or 

vibration, the segregations and voids appear in the beams vibrated. 

 

   

 
Fig. 9: The surface finish of RC beams casted with SCC 
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Fig.10: The surface finish and segregation on the bottom of the RC beam with NVC 

 FIRST CRACK AND FAILURE LOADS 

The average value of the compressive strength for tested samples is equal to 60 MPa with a 

standard deviation (STD) equal to 2 MPa for all beam mixes. The cracking load for the beam 

SCC – B2 was greater than that of NVC-B1 by 25%, and the ultimate load for the beam SCC – 

B2 was greater than that of NVC-B1 by 320%. This means that the use of self-compacting 

concrete gave a higher ultimate load, but had little effect on the cracking load. On the other side, 

for SCC beams B2 and B3, the ultimate load increased 4 times the cracking load. While it 

increased the cracking load just 1.5 times for the beam made with NVC-B1, as shown in Table 5. 

From Table 6, it is shown that the ultimate moments obtained from experimental results were 

greater than that of the theoretical ultimate moments in the case of beams casted with self-

compacted concrete. While the use of conventional concrete with vibration affects negatively the 

compressive strength of the concrete beam due to the presence of multiple segregated areas in the 

concrete. In this case, the ultimate moment obtained from experimental results was smaller than 

that of the theoretical ultimate moments. This means that the beam B2-NVC cast with normal 

vibrated concrete can`t withstand the designed loads. In this Table, it is also observed that the 

ratio of ultimate moments of SCC beams (average ratio value of 1.36 and 2.61) is higher than the 

NVC beam (average ratio value of 0.426). Fig. 11 represents a comparison between the cracking 

and ultimate load and another one between the designed and experimental moments. 
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Fig.11: Comparison between the Cracking and Ultimate loads and moments tested beams 

 

Table 5. Experimental cracking load and ultimate loads for the tested specimens. 

Specimen 

Symbol 

Mix 

type 

Cracking Load 

Vcr (KN) 

Ultimate Load Vu 

(KN) 

Vcr / Vu 

B1 NVC 72.3 110.79 0.653 

B2 SCC 90.7 353 0.257 

B3 SCC 70 293 0.238 

 

 

 Table 6. Experimental and theoretical ultimate bending moment (Mu) (in KN.m). 

Specimen 

Symbol 

Mix 

type 

Mu from the 

calculation (Mucal.) 

Mu from the 

experiment (MuExp.) 

Ratio 

(MuExp./Mucal.) 

B1 NVC 155.96 66.474 0.426 

B2 SCC 155.96 211.8 1.36 

B3 SCC 67.38 175.8 2.61 

 

RACK PATTERNS AND MODES OF FAILURE  

The cracks configuration and distribution were monitored and assigned with their corresponding 

loads during the test up to the specimen’s failure. As expected, flexural cracks are initiated in the 

pure bending zone. As the load increased, existing cracks propagated and new cracks developed 

along the span. In the case of the beam (SCC-B2) with the over-tensile reinforcement ratio, some 

of the flexural cracks in the shear span turned into inclined cracks due to the shear effect of shear 

force. A sudden failure of the beam occurred when the concrete in the compression zone was 

crushed. The crack pattern and failure mode of the beam (SCC-B2) are shown in Fig. 12 Beam 

(NVC – B1) showed a dense crack pattern as presented in Fig. 13. First shear cracks opened from 
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these existing cracks. It had a first crack at 70  KN total load. This beam lost its strength quickly. 

Fig. 14 represents the crack pattern of SCC-B3 after shear failure near support. 

 

 

  
Fig.12: Crack pattern of beam  SCC-B2  after failure 

 

 

  
Fig.13: Crack pattern of beam NVC-B1 after failure 

 

  
Fig.14: Crack pattern of beam SCC-B3 after shear failure 
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LOAD DEFLECTION BEHAVIOR 

The relations between the loads and deflections are also described by deflection shapes for all 

beams as shown in Fig. 15. The deflection shape at the ultimate load was experimentally done by 

taking the readings of LVDTs that were installed under the mid-span and point load at the right 

and left points. 

   
 

 

 Fig.15: Load deflection of beam SCC beams after failure 

 

 

CASE STUDY: ( HIGH-RISE BUILDING – NEW CAPITAL) 

A high-rise building located in the downtown area of the New Administrative Capital in Egypt 

was selected as a case study to evaluate the SLWHSSCC produced in this investigation. The goal 

of this value-engineering study is to evaluate the impact of the decision to use this innovative 

concrete in an Egyptian construction project in terms of its value and cost. As per Fig. 16, the 

selected project is ―Mall Vera Tower‖ It is a tower with a total area of 2025 m
2
 and 55 m of total 

height. It consists of 16 floors. The existing tower was designed to be constructed with 

conventional concrete with normal weight and Fcu = 300 kg/cm
2
. The current design would be 

modified by changing the concrete properties to SLWHSSCC instead of the conventional 

concrete with normal weight and strength. A comparison between the original and alternative 

designs was done. 
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Fig.16: Mall Vera Tower New Capital layout and ETAPS model 

 
THE IMPACT OF SLWHSSCC ON THE STRUCTURAL ELEMENT 

SECTIONS 

Due to the loads of a high-rise building, there are many structural elements in the project 

designed with congested reinforcement steel, especially in columns. Fig. 17 represents an 

example of a section for two columns designed in the project. Over blocked arrangement of 

rebars in columns makes it difficult to compact concrete properly with the use of a mechanical 

vibrator. The benefit of self-compatibility of SCC is more useful in this case to prevent any 

segregation or concrete voids. A change also appears in the sections' dimensions and the 

reinforcement after the alternative design. A numerical model was used to investigate the 

structural performance of SLWHSSCC reinforced slabs using SAFE software. Generally, the 

recorded deflection improved due to the use of SLWHSSCC in the opposite of the 

conventional concrete in the initial design. This indicates the behavior of SLWHSSCC in 

enhancing the deflections. Fig. 18 represents the change in slab thickness due to the 

alternative design. 
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Fig.17: The change in section and its congested reinforcements in columns 

 

 
Fig.18: The change in slab thickness due to the alternative design 

 

THE IMPACT OF SLWHSSCC IN TERMS OF BUILDING 

QUANTITIES AND COSTS 

Fig.19, summarizes the quantity of each structural element for two design cases. The total 

volume of concrete used in the initial design was 7550 cubic meters. While the total volume of 

concrete for the alternative design was 6455 cubic meters. A reduction in concrete quantities 

was appear at 15 %. At the same time, a reduction appears also in the total volume of 

reinforcement steel bars from 2180 tons to 870 tons with a percentage in reduction of 60 %. 

 

Original design Alternative design 
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Fig.19: Quantity variations between initial and alternative design 

 

 

The percentage cost saved for each design can be seen in Fig.20. The total budget of the 

project will reduce by 54.8% of the initial cost with SLWHSSCC implementation 

 

 

 
 

Fig.20: Cost savings by the alternative design 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the results and observations of the experimental study presented, the following 

conclusions could be drawn as follows:  

1. The surface finish produced by self-compacting concrete is very good and patching is not 

necessary. 

2. The use of normal vibrated concrete affects negatively the compressive strength of the 

concrete of the beam due to the presence of multiple segregated areas in the concrete. 

3. SCC concrete had better ultimate load-carrying capacity than NVC concrete in 

reinforcement congested structural beam elements. 

4. For SCC beams B2 and B3, the ultimate load increased 4 times the cracking load. While 

It increased the cracking load just 1.5 times for the beam made with NVC-B1.  

5. The SCC-B2 beam made of self-compacted concrete has an ultimate load 3.5% higher 

than the NVC-B1 beam made of normal vibrated concrete.  

6. The beam B2-NVC casted with normal vibrated concrete can`t withstand the designed 

loads. 

7. The use of self-compacting concrete gave a higher ultimate load but had little effect on 

the cracking load. 

8. For beams made of SCC, the ultimate moments obtained from experimental results were 

greater than that of the theoretical ultimate moments. On the opposite, in the case of the 

beam made of NVC, the ultimate moment obtained from experimental results was smaller 

than that of the theoretical ultimate moments. 

9. A reduction in concrete quantities was appear at 15 %. At the same time, a reduction 

appears also in the total volume of reinforcement steel bars with a percentage in reduction 

of 60 % in the case of SLWHSSCC implementation in a construction project. 

10. The total budget of the project will reduce by 54.8% of the initial cost in the case of 

SLWHSSCC implementation in a construction project. 

11. It is recommended to: 

 Study the (SLWHSSCC) on other types of building such as; bridges as a value 

engineering case study.  

 Reconsider the high-strength concrete, especially 60 MPa and over in the thickness 

limits in the Egyptian code for concrete design ECP 203-2018. 
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